Radiation dose optimisation in dynamic volume CT of the heart: tube current adaptation based on anterior-posterior chest diameter.
To compare tube current adaptation based on 3 body mass index (BMI) categories versus anterior-posterior chest diameter (APD) for radiation dose optimisation in patients undergoing dynamic volume cardiac CT. Two cardiac imaging centres participated in the study. 20 patients underwent a prospectively triggered 320-slice single beat cardiac CT using the X-ray tube current [mA] manually adjusted to the patient's BMI (group I). In 20 subsequent patients, the tube current was adapted according to the patient's APD (group II). All other parameters were kept constant. Image noise was defined as the standard deviation of attenuation values and measured using a ROI in the descending aorta. Variation in image noise was statistically compared between both patient groups. Average and standard deviation of pixel noise were 29.1 HU and 14.8 HU in group I and 28.0 HU and 4.2 HU in group II. Inter-individual variation of pixel noise was significantly lower in group II compared to group I (p < 0.0001). Tube current adaptation based on APD is superior to stepwise adaptation based on BMI for optimising radiation dose in dynamic volume cardiac CT and therefore limits unnecessary radiation dose while ensuring diagnostic image quality in patients with diverse body habitus.